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Heuristic and Optimization for Knowledge DiscoveryIdea Group Publishing, 2002
With the large amount of data stored by many organizations, capitalists have observed that this information is an intangible asset. Unfortunately, handling large databases is a very complex process and traditional learning techniques are expensive to use. Heuristic techniques provide much help in this arena, although little is known about heuristic...
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Computational Intelligence in Expensive Optimization Problems (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2010

	In modern science and engineering, laboratory experiments are replaced by high fidelity and computationally expensive simulations. Using such simulations reduces costs and shortens development times but introduces new challenges to design optimization process. Examples of such challenges include limited computational resource for simulation...
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MySQL ClusteringMySQL Press, 2006
Clustering is the final component of MySQL that makes it truly enterprise-level and able to compete fully with proprietary databases such as Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server. The increased number of high-demand, high-productivity corporations and institutions choosing MySQL, including MIT, the Department of Homeland Security,...
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Tools for High Performance Computing: Proceedings of the 2nd International Workshop on Parallel Tools for High Performance Computing, July 2008, HLRS, StuttgartSpringer, 2008
With the advent of multi-core processors, implementing parallel programming methods in application development is absolutely necessary in order to achieve good performance. Soon, 8-core and possibly 16-core processors will be available, even for desktop machines. To support application developers in the various tasks involved in this process,...
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Handbook of Human Immunology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2008
Since the publication of the fi rst edition of the Handbook of Human Immunology in 1997, major scientifi c achievements have contributed directly to an increased understanding of the complexities of the human immune system in health and disease. Whether directly as a result of the sequencing of the entire human genome or as a result of the...
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Native Docker Clustering with SwarmPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Get to grips with Docker Swarm, one of the key components of the Docker ecosystem.
	
		Optimize Swarm and SwarmKit features for scaling massive applications through containers.
	
		Learn about Docker’s scheduling tricks, high availability, security, and platform scalability.

...
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VMware vSphere 5 Clustering Technical DeepdiveCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	** Black & White edition ** VMware vSphere 5 Clustering Technical Deepdive zooms in on three key components of every VMware based infrastructure and is by no means a "how to" guide. It covers the basic steps needed to create a vSphere HA and vSphere DRS cluster and to implement vSphere Storage DRS. Even more important, it...
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Computer Science: The Hardware, Software and Heart of ItSpringer, 2011

	Computer Science: The Hardware, Software and Heart of It focuses on the deeper aspects of the two recognized subdivisions of Computer Science, Software and Hardware. These subdivisions are shown to be closely interrelated as a result of the stored-program concept. Computer Science: The Hardware, Software and Heart of It includes certain...
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The Herschel Objects and How to Observe Them (Astronomers' Observing Guides)Springer, 2007

	Many active amateur astronomers today, having already surveyed the clusters,

	nebulae, and galaxies contained in the popular Messier and Caldwell catalogs, are

	seeking new horizons to explore with their telescopes. None better can possibly be

	found than those discoveries made by the great English astronomer Sir William

	Herschel in...
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Rough Sets, Fuzzy Sets, Data Mining and Granular Computing: 13th International Conference, RSFDGrC 2011, Moscow, Russia, June 25-27, 2011, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Rough Sets, Fuzzy Sets, Data Mining, and Granular Computing, R.S.F.D.Gr.C. 2011, held in Moscow, Russia in June 2011. The 49 revised full papers presented together with 5 invited and 2 tutorial papers were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 83...
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The DevOps 2.1 Toolkit: Docker Swarm: Building, testing, deploying, and monitoring services inside Docker Swarm clusters (The DevOps Toolkit Series) (Volume 2)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017

	The book envelops all aspects of building, testing, deploying, and monitoring services inside Docker Swarm clusters. We'll go through all the tools required for running a cluster. We'll go through the whole process with clusters running locally on a laptop. Once we are confident with the outcome, we'll translate the experience to...
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Computing Networks: From Cluster to Cloud Computing (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	“Computing Networks” explores the core of the new distributed computing infrastructures we are using today:  the networking systems of clusters, grids and clouds. It helps network designers and distributed-application developers and users to better understand the technologies, specificities, constraints and benefits of these...
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